June 18th, 2007

Present: Esther Barbero, Maria Paz Casas Lino, Pierre Dahlen, Jean-Claude Guillaume, Jacky Mazet.

Point 7 – Contact HCC person: María Paz Casas / Boris Bellesia / Mirko Pojer

- Last Tuesday 12nd June the WELQA has been completed.
- On Wednesday 13th June the campaign of tests had to be interrupted because the cables (NE10) between the converters and the rack MYWIC as well as those (NE48) between the patches in UJ76 entrance and the rack MYWIC had not been tested. The cables test is foreseen to finish today, after confirmation, tomorrow 19th June we will restart the WMC campaign.
- 11th, 13th, 14th, 15th and 18th June, had been dedicated to EL activities not included in the Warm Magnet Commissioning Tests. Therefore week 28 has been requested to planning in order to finish the tests. Tomorrow planning will have a meeting where this request will be discussed.
- Programme for the week: (Subject to confirmation by Jean-Claude of the end of the tests this afternoon)
  - Tomorrow 19th June morning: WIC Magnet
  - Tomorrow 19th June early afternoon: Deconsignation PC (SR7 and UJ76)
  - Tomorrow 19th June afternoon: WIC PC
  - Wednesday 20th June: WIC PC if not finished
  - From Wednesday 20th June until end of the week: PC SET UP as soon WIC PC is completed
- Jean-Claude informed that tomorrow TS/EL intends to test cables (not affecting the WMC) that go through a patch located in the UJ76. After the meeting it was decided in agreement with John Etheridge that the area where they will work will be delimited. Jean-Claude will take this in charge this afternoon.

Maria Paz for the Hardware Commissioning Coordination